
Durand Neighbourhood Association Addenda to Stakeholder Questionnaire 
request by the City of Hamilton on the review of the Heritage Designation and 

Heritage Review processes 

May 6, 2015 

Attention:  Jason Thorne, Alissa Golden, Steve Robichaud, Ed Vanderwick, Councillors Farr, Johnson, 
Partridge, and Pearson 

The Durand Neighbourhood Association wishes to add the following concerns, opinions and suggestions   
in regards to the listing, designating, permitting, and preserving of Hamilton’s heritage. We welcome the 
opportunity to engage with the City with respect to the above and thank you for including us on your 
survey.  

1. Designation Process 
 Reactive designations- a concerted proactive effort should be made to designate significant 

properties early so there are less reactive last minute designations required to save 
heritage. 

 Creating a streamlined process for heritage designations on consent to allow such requests 
to go quickly to committee and council with minimal expenditure of staff time and 
resources.  

 The processing time between designation request and Council approval needs to be 
shortened.  

 Too few designations – we are falling way behind. 

 Adopt Ontario Heritage Act Part V 2005 

 Adopt Standards & Guidelines for conservation of the Historic Places in Canada 

 More resources need to be spent on the City Website design to ensure all City publications 
with respect to the heritage file and designation process are easily accessed by the public. 
This would include web publication of existing lists/registries of non-designated properties 
with potential heritage significance. 

 Secure more funding for staff and consultants. Engage volunteers to help compile existing 
resources and research to make significant progress. 

 Seriously consider neighbourhood requests for district designation, as heritage should be 
treated less as individual distinct properties and more as a cultural heritage resource or 
distinct area. This also allows for the municipality to play catch up with its far too few 
designations per year. 
 

2. Heritage Permit Review and Delegated Approval 
 Detailed and specific criteria for applications that go through “delegated authority” 

 Delegated authority ratification of Heritage Permit Review Committee too powerful. 

 The “delegated authority” bylaw needs to be addressed in its entirety. There should be no 
place for “delegated authority” where the approvals are controversial, and/or require 
significant change or alteration from the existing. “Delegated Authority” should be reserved 
for only minor heritage permit applications at the discretion of the Heritage staff in order 
that council’s time is not wasted.  

 Demolition Control By law applies to residential only and approval is by “delegated 
authority” – Why is there no protection for any other building types? 



 A clear definition for ‘alteration’ verses demolition to prevent significant heritage losses 
under guise of alteration. 

 More specific, detailed criteria and conditions should be published (on web) to ensure 
permit applications meet HMHC requirements and guidelines and to help Committees 
confirm that proposals are appropriate and meet the intent of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

 Detailed mapping (on web) of those properties/areas that require heritage permits. 

 Real estate agents to be advised to check addresses against the mapping to advise potential 
new owners of heritage district or designation. 

 Heritage Impact Assessments – should be approved by HMHC and not just HPR 

 Heritage Impact Assessments – prepared by professionals experienced in heritage  or 
accredited “Canadian Association of Professional Heritage Consultants” 

 Heritage Impact statements undertaken by applicants of heritage permits should require 
“Peer Reviews”  or  secondary consultant reviews paid by the City as required where 
expertise cited in the impact statements are beyond the expert abilities of the Committee 
members to make educated decisions. 

 City to have its own independent engineer assessment when the stability of a building is 
questioned. 

 Prior to approval for a heritage major alterations or demolition work – there must be a 
comprehensive “Site Plan” proposal submitted to the City. 

 Adopt “Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada” 

 Adopt” Ontario Heritage Act Part V  2005” 

 Staff and Committees should network with similar committees and departments in other 
municipalities 

 There needs to be a Procedural Handbook for all HMHC and all subcommittees, including 
professionalism with respect to agendas, minutes, code of conduct, # of members, quorum, 
conflict of interest definitions, resignations and vacancies notification, interviews and 
selection of members, and mandatory training for new members. 

 Council member should sit on HPR. 

 Better communication to Stakeholders like the DNA, and allow for public input on HPR. 

 Council should not override heritage committee and heritage staff’s informed and often 
complex decisions in favor of property owners/applicants without first referring the 
applicant back to the heritage committee to renegotiate the terms of the heritage permit 
application. 

 HMHC should be able to qualify and consider past performance and history of applicants 
with respect to applications. 

 Substantial Heritage bonds, deposits, and letters of credit reflecting a percentage of the 
estimated replacement cost of the heritage to be preserved, should be required of 
applicants to ensure proper measures are taken to preserve that required of in the heritage 
permit.  

 Heritage permits should adequately detail the expectations required of the permit holder to 
adequately protect and preserve the built heritage.  

 Processes in place to deal with deviations from the approved permit, including stop work 
orders, fines, and draws on bonds and letters of credit. 

 Distinct criteria for heritage permits in conservation districts, and distinct criteria for 
heritage permits for individually listed/designated properties. 
 



3. Protecting Non-Designated Built Heritage (included or not included in existing 
inventories) 
 Timelines for demolitions are too short for reactive action by interested parties, therefore 

there is a crushing need for more heritage inventory to be assessed in short order to allow 
for the 60 day demolition reprieve which is often vital in helping to sway owners proposing 
demolition. 

 Building Departments must flag inventoried buildings in Building and Planning department’s 
computer system with automatic communication of new applications on flagged properties 
to HMHC and the ward councilor, and relevant stakeholders. 

 Where a property is listed as a non-designated property of cultural heritage value or interest 
on the City’s registry under the Ontario Heritage Act, a Council decision regarding the 
heritage status of the property is required in advance of a decision to demolish. 

 Until all inventories are up to date, building department should use past inventories. 

 Proper notification to the public by posting large conspicuous signs on the site and inform 
the ward councillor and email notification to the affected neighbourhood association. 
 

4. Communication / Transparency /Website 
 Composition of HMHC & Subcommittees 

 Procedural guidelines for vacancies and required numbers of members for quorum. 

 Appointments to Committees – Process 

 Qualifications of Members making decisions on HMHC & Subcommittees 

 Procedural Handbook  

 Duties of the Committees 

 Open Meetings, and Minutes   

 All information above information should be available on the website  

 Improved communication is required between relevant stakeholders including 
neighbourhood associations and BIA’s and between all City departments. 

 Improved communication and cooperation with other municipalities with respect to 
heritage and adoption of best practices….why reinvent the wheel when other municipalities 
have strong heritage systems in place. 
 

5. Review of the Demolition Control Bylaw with respect to Heritage 
 The City needs to put more resources into site inspections, fines, and legal consequences in 

respect to properties where it appears that there may be an agenda to demolish by neglect. 

 Comprehensive review of the demolition control bylaws so all building types are included 
and then promote early recognition, and protection and preservation strategies for 
identified heritage resources and for possible heritage resources. 

 Communication requirements to stakeholders for proposed demolitions and/or significant 
alterations. Define the very important line between demolition and minor alteration first. 

 Consider alternative “interim protection provisions” to allow for more time between 
demolition applications and permits under special circumstances. 

 Use a site plan control bylaw, for special districts to provide ability to control and implement 
demolition control on the City’s terms rather than de facto provincial permit legislation. 

 


